
POWERPOINTS

» DEER-RESISTANT DRAMA: 

» FOLIAGE + FOCAL POINTS:  

» IDEAS FOR AMERICAN GARDENS FROM ENGLAND:

» THE SQUISH FACTOR: 

» CELEBRATING FALL:

» WATER-SAVVY GARDEN DESIGN:

» DESIGN DILEMMAS + SAVVY SOLUTIONS: 

Learn to create beautiful fence-free gardens that thrive despite the deer.

Designing abundant containers.

For every budget, size, style and climate.

Designing your garden for a vibrant autumnal display.

Balance beauty, efficient, and good stewardship.

Ideas for gardens + budgets of all sizes.

Design intervention for plantaholics and rebel gardeners!

Award-winning author:

karen chapman
As a sought after designer, award-winning author, popular multi-media 
presenter, and experienced horticulturalist, Karen’s aim is always to inspire, 
educate and share the fun of gardening with her audience.

Articles and designs 
featured in major 

publications including
BETTER HOMES  

& GARDEN,  
GARDEN DESIGN, 

SUNSET, and  
FINE GARDENING

Author, Speaker, Designer, Tour Guide

(Timber Press, 2017)LATEST RELEASE
(Timber Press, 2019)

GWA Gold Award Winner
(St. Lynn’s Press, 2013)

All inspirational keynote addresses and other unique seminars are available as live 
or virtual presentations. Call or email to discuss availability and fees.

“Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to 
play in and pray in, where nature may heal and give 
strength to body and soul” – John Muir

Visit my profile on 
GreatGardenSpeakers.org 

to view  
testimonials & reviews!

phone 425.765.3574 
email   
learn more 
website 
facebook  

karen@lejardinetdesigns.com 
https://youtu.be/K53zUNMox9g 

lejardinetdesigns.com
facebook.com/lejardinet

KEYNOTES

TOUCHSTONES 
a journey of discovery + healing

CREATING CAPTIVATING 

GARDENS:  
by adding mystery, intrigue + magic

As gardeners we accept the need to reassess 
and modify our plans – and our plants, yet not 
all of life’s changes are welcomed. Through 
the telling of her personal story Karen’s hopes 
you will learn to identify and find strength from 
those connections that lie deep within your 
soul. 

A memorable, captivating garden leaves 
something to the imagination, unfolding 
slowly, with new discoveries waiting at each 
turn. Using examples gleaned from Karen’s 
coast to coast travels, she will explore and 
abundance of ideas for injecting a little magic 
and personality into your own personal oasis.

http://www.lejardinetdesigns.com
https://greatgardenspeakers.org/user/lejardinet/
https://youtu.be/K53zUNMox9g 
http://www.lejardinetdesigns.com
http://www.facebook.com/lejardinet

